
to gather, from far and near, to join in 
the many Celebrations and Processions 

which will shortly unfold under the 
Joyful Carnival Banner.

He promises that the Festivities and 
Pageants arranged for this Celebration 

will surpass in Joyousness and exceed in Beauty 
the most Brilliant Attainments of the Glorious 
Past, culminating in His Grand Procession 

His Majesty        invites
all of His Subjects 

ON TUESDAY, MARCH 1st, 2022
     TO CELEBRATE THE GREAT FESTIVAL OF

It is further commanded and ordained: 
...that the Joyous Music of Carnival shall fill the Streets of His Capital City, 
Multiplying all Merriment;

...that Fair Weather and Blue Skies shall prevail, that Multitudes might 
gather and celebrate without Impediment;

...that the Royal Constabulary  shall  marshal the Grand Celebration with 
their Customary Skill and Tolerance;

...that the Keepers of Inns, Taverns, and Eating Establishments in His beloved 
Capital City shall throw open their Doors to receive all Carnival Celebrants.



Rex first ruled over Mardi Gras in 1872, 150 years ago, the imaginative creation 

of a group of young New Orleans leaders determined both to add luster to 

the Carnival festivities and to invite those from far away to come to the 

Crescent City and join in this unique celebration.  They succeeded beyond all 

expectations, and visitors responding to Rex’s edicts summoning his subjects to 

the “Grand Celebration” soon filled the city.

Rex’s invitations and proclamations often took the form of posters and 

brochures distributed in railroad stations and centers of commerce in the major 

cities of the country.  The 2022 Royal Invitation, true to that tradition, 

incorporates artwork from one such brochure published in 1886.  Inside, the 

Illinois Central Railroad described departure times and promised its passengers 

low fares to New Orleans in response to “the commands of his Most Royal 

Majesty, the King of the Carnival.”

New Orleans has welcomed millions of Mardi Gras visitors over the years since 

Rex issued his first commands. Rex’s 2022 Royal Invitation renews a one hundred 

and fifty year old tradition, inviting all to come to New Orleans and join in the 

many celebrations which will unfold beneath “the Joyful Carnival Banner.”

www.REXORGANIZATION.com
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